
 

 Kit List – Essential Daily  

           A small Rucksack to keep everything in on their peg. 

 Healthy packed lunch with an ice pack to keep contents fresh. In line with our 

healthy eating policy no nuts, sweets or chocolate for lunch please. This will 

be placed on our trolley in the main room. Please name the lunch box. 

 Named Drinks bottle with water-please bring filled up each day. This can be 

placed in our basket in the main room. 

 Waterproofs (trousers and jacket)  

 Warm fleece jumper/zip up jacket  

 Appropriate footwear (including a pair of wellies) these can be kept in the box 

under their peg 

 Slippers for indoor play (with good grip and firm soles) these can be kept in 

the box on top of their peg. 

 Spare set of clothes (named) 

 

Kit List – for colder weather (in addition to Essential kit!) 

 Thermal base layer – leggings, long sleeve top and long thermal socks. 

 A thinner long sleeve top  

 A warm fleece/wool long sleeve top or jacket  

 Cosy trousers i.e. tracksuit pants (NOT jeans, these do not dry well)  

 A pairs of warm gloves. Fingerless work best. 

 Warm hat and a snood (these are much better than a scarf) 

 Neoprene or fleece lined wellies or waterproof walking boots. Wellies will not 

suffice in winter 

 Plenty of spare warm socks 



 

Kit List – for warmer weather (in addition to Essential kit!) 

 Long trousers (these are still a necessity to prevent scratches and stings) 

plus spares 

 Shorts (for those exceptionally warm days!)  

 Short sleeve top (covered shoulders to avoid burning) plus spares 

 Jumper (as it can be cool at the beginning/end of the day or in the shaded 

areas of the meadow)  

 Sun cream (Please apply at home. There are some good “once a day” sun 

creams available too. In very hot weather staff will reapply at lunchtime with 

your permission). 

 A sun hat. 

 If you feel your child needs insect repellent, please apply at home 

 

 

Please do not leave any medication, nappy cream or medicated creams in your 

child’s bag. If you can give them to a staff member they can be signed into the 

nursery and locked away – Many thanks 

 


